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The Maiden and the Crone by Patricia Soper
Chrysalis or cross-roads, it is a time in life when you know you are on the threshold of change.
With my 75th birthday looming, I found myself looking back before looking forward and the memory that kept
showing up was of me at the end of my first European tour 35 years ago. Each day of that trip, I had felt an
invisible layer peel away from me until I'd reached an untamed core, free and unselfconscious. This was not a
deliberate process. I had not realized I'd landed in Germany bound by inhibition. It was only in the last few days of
my journey that I sensed what had happened.
With that new ease and awareness, there was also a profound joy...and a sense of Home I'd never felt before. It
was different than the comfort I'd felt in the bosom of my family. The new feeling was more about being at home
with my self, as if an oddly shaped puzzle piece had finally found a spot to fit into. I cried all the way to the
Amsterdam airport before the return flight to New York, fearful I would leave her behind.
In this last decade, through travels, and meeting and reading other women who have had what I now believe is
discovery of the Sacred Feminine within themselves, I learned about the history of Goddess archetypes and
millenniums-old myths that still have meaning and power today.
Author Sue Monk Kidd wrote of her own spiritual evolution, including her encounter, while traveling in Greece,
with the story of Demeter and Persephone, mother and daughter, separated by Persephone's abduction into the
underworld. Sue, who was turning 50 at the time, interpreted and experienced Demeter's search and reunion with
her daughter as the older woman once again discovering her own youthful spirit.
Before she escapes Hades, Persephone is forced to eat pomegranate seeds, a metaphor for digesting her dreadful
experience, so that she emerges no longer an innocent and naive victim, but stronger and wiser. She may then
inspire others to embrace the dark places and situations, inevitable to life, as a path to transformation.
Since that whirlwind tour of 1983, I have returned to Europe many times. Looking back on those travels and the
circuitous path of the rest of my life, the challenges, joy and pain, light and dark, I realized that first glimpse of
true self in Amsterdam so many years ago was a seed I had refused to let die. I had nurtured her and given her
creative expression, but had she fully blossomed...and with enough strength to withstand the fierce autumn winds
that would surely come in the season of the Crone, the season of letting go?

I decided to travel, once again, to the place I had first found her...Europe. I flew to Paris the day before my
birthday. As I turned 75, on a mild and sunny day, I walked the Left Bank and along the Seine, and spent three
delightful weeks with friends in France, Belgium and Holland.
At breakfast at a Dutch hotel, shortly before I departed, we, by chance, sat at a vacant table next to a stained
glassed window. As we finished our coffee, my friend drew my attention to the design on the window. I saw it was
the Tree of Life, the very symbol I'd worn on my bracelet every day of my travels. I then saw the fruit hanging
from the branches...Pomegranates!
My journey was complete. Demeter and Persephone, Crone and Maiden, surely walk hand in hand as we turn toward
the future together.
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Poems by Rita B. Rose
White Hallow Bones
On a crisp autumn night
When the crescent moon is waxing
And the stars are bluest bright
Plump maggots chomp on my waning nose
As pearly beams pierce my shadowy orbs
This thirty first of October as I wait in repose
Recounted stories of ghosts by teens I hear from
above
Their verses sift into the soil
Some as soothing as a Mourning Dove—

Dead People Do
No one knows what happens after you die
Where your soul goes, how it will be…
Dead people do, they will not let you pry

Other ghastly words disturb my nightly rest
Crumpling my pall; my white hallow bones
Yet they invigorate my skeleton with a new zest
Oh, young marauders you have come to cast a
spell,
Overturn stones, and conjure corpses
Reciting mantras for all the cemetery dead to rise
Keeping a midnight vigil; as do I…do I
So what can be said when I oblige?

Do not agonize, kick or scream; it is not wise to try
When Earthly comforts cease to exist as you expire—
No one knows what happens after you die
Perhaps your drowsy soul soars on high
Or falters from wrongs in life; you will not know but
Dead people do, they will not let you pry
Does Heaven beckon or hear you cry?
Will the Underworld snatch you to its depths?
No one knows what happens after you die

I rise up from my grave; my teeth all a chatter
With a trick or treat
I watch as the teens shriek and scatter

When setting sun sets in your eyes you mustn’t ask why
Within the realm of blackness, you know not where you
spiral…
Dead people do, they will not let you pry

I did not want my guests to leave
I just wanted to partake in the fun
As I and ghosts dance upon our graves; grinning,
we grieve
Giving so many a fright
On All Hallows Eve night

And so life has waned, you are ready for a final goodbye
Hidden answers have been unveiled and so it goes,
No one knows what happens after you die but
Dead people do, they will not let you pry
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Poe or not to Poe
To Poe or not to Poe
Is one Poe or Poe less?
This I do not know—
Did the Raven fly nevermore?
Or is he still sitting on high evermore!
This I do not know—
Is Annabel Lee in a sepulcher by the sea?
Or is she a ghostly sprite dancing the waters free
Never to dissever!
This I do not know—
Is the pit a bottomless abyss
With each pendulum swing?
Or has the weight been stilled
In a yawn of granite
Going amiss!
This I do not know—
Could Fortunato remain chained inside a Catacomb
Haunting the Amontillado?
Or has he cut his own hand to escape
And is searching for his carpal bone!
This I do not know—
Does the Tell-Tale heart still wildly beat
Under a floorboard?
And does the old man’s venturous filmy
veiled eye of blue
Glare at you, as above, you take a seat!
This I do not know—

Is Poe-try an art form named for his namesake?
Or is it simply the art of rhyme and verse…
This I do not know—
But, Poe, Poe, perhaps I really do know
I know perhaps it is Edgar Allan Poe
Who has lent flavor to all forms of poetry and
prose
I surely know and know it, I do—
Poe-try is Edgar Allan Poe
And Edgar Allan is Poe-try
This notion, one would say, is quite absurd!
But, absurdity is the human condition penned by
Edgar Allan
And so I do intensely know
I know most intently so
This I do savor with much favor,
The astonishing works of the one I know—
Sir Edgar Allan Poe!
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The Most Amazing Relay Race
By Jane Malone

Autumn is about cycles and patterns, beginnings and endings, endurance and hope, changes and
resilience. Early fall, the chef changes the menu to more warming foods, the professor gives out the new
syllabus, and the ocean life guard flips over their chair until next season. The beach shops have their
“Closed for the season” signs up, while the hardware store stocks up for the first storm. The little ones
get excited about pumpkins while the elders wonder how many summers they have left remaining.
Cycles also repeat on different levels. The elephants walk across the continent to find a mate. Humpback
whales return to the same bay. Chinook salmon swim 3500 miles of rivers to get to the ocean. Sandhill
cranes fly 30,000 feet high, migrating from Siberia to Utah, without a ticket from Jet Blue! In Australia,
the October full moon brings 120 million red crabs out of the forest, as they head towards the sea,
blocking traffic; they have seven days to go 5 miles. Leatherback sea turtles know the value of rest when
they travel 10,000 miles from Norway to New Zealand, they skip a year in between! Even the earthworm
heads deeper into the soil, this is called a vertical migration!

In a typical migration pattern, the same animals move from one place to another and back. Let’s take a
look at how the monarchs have a different variation of this theme.
Their pattern resembles an inter-generational relay race! The first flyers take their positions on the
starting line in February; this group will have to 2 to 6 weeks to fly 500 miles, feed, mate, and give birth to
the next group of flyers! These new flyers will hatch, go through their stages of development, grow their
wings, and continue the journey northeast to the United States and Canada. This pattern repeats until the
4th generation is born. We will call this last set of flyers the “anchor leg” of the race. The anchor leg is
usually given to the fastest or most experienced racer because they have the responsibility to preserve the
lead that their team mates have secured. These flyers will have to discern which day they will begin their
3000 mile journey back. They will hitch a ride on the thermals, and arrive at a festival given in their honor
early November. All the finishers in the race get to feed on the protected oyamel fir trees until January.
At that time they pick a mate, and give birth to the next set of flyers who will take their place on the
starting line in February and head northeast….following the routes of their ancestors.
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Excerpt from the novella, “Her Pilgrim Spirit”
By Patricia Soper
On a warm afternoon in late October, Anna went to the beach after work. She left her sandals in
the car and walked away from the few people who fished or sat near the ocean’s edge. She passed dunes
whose amorphous shapes were covered with shaggy supple grasses. It was nearly low tide and easy to walk
on the flat, damp sand. Her mood had been heavy all day, since a young patient died that morning.
Walking helped her unwind and she felt better as her senses yielded to this, her favorite place.
The ocean was active, the surf whipped up by a storm far out in the Atlantic. Breakers erupted,
spouting their white, frothy foam onto the beach, trickling along the sand, then retreating. Each wave, in its
wake, traced a damp semicircle, soon to be erased by the next surge of rushing water. The beach inspired
freedom. She earned nothing and was surrounded only by nature. No phones, no cars, no sounds but the
swishing ebb and flow of the tide and the piercing cry of a gull.
After awhile, she reached a bend in the shoreline. In the distance, she saw surfers bobbing on the
choppy water. One of them caught a wave. At first, she thought it was a boy, but no, it was a girl. The
female form balanced on the board with the height of the wave behind her. She seemed to travel sideways
beneath the arc of curling water, her hands outstretched. The graceful glide was a beautiful sight. Then,
halfway to shore, the surfer faltered, struggled and flapped her arms, desperate to regain her balance. To
Anna’s amazement, she stayed up, resumed her stance and rode the glorious wave till it melted away.
Anna imagined the girl’s feelings. Joy! Power! Strength! Now in the water, the surfer pulled her board beneath her, dove under an incoming breaker and paddled out to face her next challenge. The wave that she
rode was gone. There would never be another exactly the same. Its short life was a moment of beauty. Its
relationship to the girl just a memory.

Life is like a wave, Anna thought as she -walked back. Spirit and nature connect, like that girl and arc of
foaming sea, and for awhile they become one, sometimes straggling, sometimes gliding with ease. But everything in nature changes, and the spirit, freed from the dying wave, goes back to its source.
Anna liked to bring shells home from her beach walks, but that day she saw none that were whole, just
broken shards. She was about to give up when she saw the perfect remembrance of the day. It was broken,
but smoothed by the pounding surf and sand. It had caramel-colored stripes and was sculpted into a perfect arc, narrow at one end, cresting and fanning out, just like a majestically swelling wave. The shell, once
shattered, was transformed into a beautiful symbol of nature’s mystique.
.
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Saturday Afternoon in the Backyard
By Tony Trapanotto
The Sky was blue and clear
the sun was out without a care
The crowd was there without a doubt

to share our day, that’s what it is all about
There they sat with smiles on their faces
family, friends all took their places
To hear the poetry we supplied
or listen to the music provided
There was something for everyone
be it sorrow, joy or fun
The people that were all there
seen all happy as they cheered
For everyone that had a say
the people were glad in every way
The performance was a great success
from all the people that gave their best

The crowd was pleased and glad they came
for all of us, we felt the same
When the Backyard event all ended
we all saw the start of another we’ll be attending
For this was a great backyard garden
that will blossom, for this was a starter
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Backyard Memories
By Tony Trapanotto
AS I sit in my rocker on my backyard porch while
the sun beams down on me from a clear blue sky,
I gaze out towards the yard and there again I could
see the day my son was brought home from the
hospital, with my wife holding our newborn son
and showing him off to family, friends and
neighbors that gathered there that day.
Then there was the day, that our son took his first
steps on the soft green grass and how happy he
looked as he walked all about five feet before he
decided that was enough and sat down on the
green grass.
Then a few years later, I witness him learning to
ride his two wheeler bike for the first time. Many a
times he fell but with each fall, he was determined
to try it again and again, until he accomplished
what he wanted; to ride his bike without any help
and, he did it.
Before you knew it, snow covered our backyard
and there was our son with some of his friends
building a snowman. We gave him a top hat, some
coal for his eyes and of course a carrot for his
nose. But it was not complete, as my son came

over to me and asked for the scarf I was wearing,
that he needed it for his snowman Frosty. Without
any hesitation, I took it off my neck and gave it to
Frosty to wear. Now the snowman was complete.
What a wonderful sight, as I watched my son and
his friends dance around their snowman.
Before you knew it, my son was having his
graduation party on the green grass of our
backyard. Family, friends, and neighbors all came
to celebrate and bring him good wishes. And there
was also his best friend since he started school,
Emily walking with him hand in hand, with love in
the air.
Before long, the same crowd came to see our son
and wish him well before going off to serve his
country. They all bid him a good farewell and a
safe return, as he proudly stood there in his
uniform on the green grass, under a clear blue sky
that day.
It wasn’t long before he was back home with
family, friends and the same neighbors, that all saw
him leave four years ago. He left as a young boy,
but came back a man. A little bit older, wiser,
more mature but, still the same son as he left.
Before you know it, the very same backyard held
his wedding. He wanted it there, as it held all of
his childhood memories. The day was bright with
the sky, ever so blue and, the sun shining down on
the happy couple, as they danced to their wedding
song. The night time brought out every star as our
son and his wife Emily left to begin their new life
together.
Now as the years went by , I still sit here in my
rocker on the porch, looking out towards the
backyard. And now I see my son so proudly
holding his first born son, my grandson, brought
home form the hospital for all the family, friends
and neighbors to see.
And some day, my son will be sitting in this very
same rocker, on the very same porch, watching his
son grow up through the years, in this very same
backyard.
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My Salvation by C.W. Bobell
For my teacher and true mento, Mrs. Shirley Muzzii

I wonder aimlessly, a ship with music as the wind in its sails but, without the rudder of unbiased
consideration. I am lost in controversary, seemingly floundering on the rocks of developmental
suppression. Adrift and in danger without the kind of wisdom, guidance and understanding that would
surely save me from oblivion, I reach out for rescue.
Desperately in need of a savior, I cling to my music which tries desperately to keep me viable; feeding
my soul in order that it preserve both itself and my sanity, just enough so I do not die spiritually, due to
the judgmental vindictiveness of those who would destroy me psychologically, along with my music.
Those who need to feed their own selfish agenda and thirst for power and control is unquenchable;
those who know better, but have nevertheless manifested and maintained a subliminal, psychological
cloud that hangs perpetually over my adolescence and that of others.

Just as a sunless sky deprives life to those things that must have light to grow and flourish, so too my
development growth has been deprived, left to wilt and die on the vine of adolescent existence, never to
be harvested an depressed into the vinegar of its failures; due to the repressor’s ego driven effort to
obstruct and stifle the light of youthful diversity within me.
But I refuse to give up on that light as I struggle for my spiritual survival, which is forever linked with my
musical identity against those who would repress these. I am seemingly without hope of the direct
mentorship and guidance which would surely allow me and the instrumental music within to develop to
its zenith in order to flower freely and burst forth no longer deprived in the darkness; instead nourished
and cultivated by the light of intuitive wisdom, letting that particular music and I bloom fully and easily
like brightly colored flowers cultivated and, allowed to flourish in the bright sun lit meadow of my soul,
eventually to come forth joyfully, without controversary.
But she is here. She who is the light which nourishes, cultivates and continually nurtures the other music
in the meadow of my soul, allowing it to grow and flourish beautifully, as it should, in order that it be
joyfully sung from my heart instead of played half-heartedly through the veil of judgmental prejudice,
never allowing my spirit to soar with unbridled joy. She, whose hair flames red while her fingers fly over
the keyboard with brilliance, passion and honesty, possessed of the intuitiveness I need, but completely
unaware of my plight.
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I truly want to explain things. I want to tell her how betrayed I feel, how miserable and depleted of
self-confidence I’ve become. I want to pour my heart out so she understands but, I am ashamed to tell her,
ashamed to reveal the anger and conflict within me, ashamed to admit my inability to rise above those who
do not see beyond their ego, who selfishly confuse and repress my teenage-ability to see things clearly. Most
of all though, I believe in her, I’m afraid she will not understand and will reject my sincerity in favor of the
repressor, who seemingly possesses supreme control over anyone who might understand my plight, but be
powerless to help.
Though unable to confide in her I have nevertheless, adopted her as my model, my strength; my example
of how things should be, but are not. With this in mind I will go forward doing my best under the
circumstances which threaten my dream; drawing on the light which is her strength, character and passion
for music.
My love and gratitude make up the light. I will forever shine on her because of the joy she has brought to
my life through that which she helped make an important part of who I am. She, who is known to me as a
teacher and mentor eternally, for without knowledge of it, she has gone about saving me and my music; and
has become my life long salvation.
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Poems by C.J. Colligan

Lucifer

I raise my blade to my beloved’s throat
And say, “One of us will always bury the other.”
Put your heel to my head for eternity
And I will take your body and devour you
for all the world to judge.
Take me by the throat and I will take you by the
halo.
The tumbling dance we make in our descent,
The streak of the Morning Star falling,
and falling.
The kiss of my body into the dirt,
You have placed me among the dust;
But you will always long for my sweetest fruit.
Scream
Don’t answer the phone
The murderer is calling from inside the house
It’s only me
My body is the house
It’s only me in the house
I keep on picking up the phone
Listening
“I will be the death of me.”
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A Hallowed Night Filled with Fright
Beware the black hound, beware the crow
Follow not to the forest where witches go.
Beware the Jack of Lanterns rising up from Hell
And ghosts still clinging to their death veil.
Beware the boney men with chattering jaws,
The goblins and imps with catching claws.
Beware, for if you turn to look behind,
Only the Devil knows what you will find.
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